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DEDICATION

This HJVES Issue is dedicated to Stylianos ‘Stelios’ Koutsias, Associate
Professor of Vascular Surgery, School of Medicine, University of Ioannina, Ioannina, Greece. We express our deepest condolences to our
dear colleague, who was recognized for his many years of service as
a Vascular Surgeon in the University Hospitals of Larissa and Ioannina
and his contribution to the field of Medicine. The Academic Society, as
well as the Hellenic Vascular Society, lost a member who excelled in
ethics, hard work and courtesy. The HJVES lost an active Editorial Board
member, who also served as an author and reviewer, contributing a
lot in its success. Stelios Koutsias was an example of a scientist with a
high sense of responsibility, cooperation, team spirit and integrity. He
always will be remembered with the warmest of feelings.
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EDITORIAL

Digital Vascular Medicine: The future we cannot ignore
Nikolaos Tsilimparis, Konstantinos Stavroulakis and Carlota F. Prendes
Hospital of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University (LMU) Munich, Campus Großhadern, Germany
No other event in recent world history has expedited the advance of digital technologies so much as the COVID-Pandemic
has during the past year. The need for fast and reliable internet connection, advanced digital solutions, online conferences, digital patient management and efficient organization of
patient care has become more obvious than ever. There is also
increasing acknowledgement of the need for partnership between human and digital systems to effect change in healthcare, such as open-source software for reporting, analysis and
dissemination of data.1 For example, after finding improved
prediction of influenza-like illness through the use of wearables, Fitbit have announced that they will share their data
with research and academic institutes (while upholding privacy regulations) for researchers to use as a tool to help mitigate
the spread of COVID-19.2
The big players in digital technologies have recognized the
potential of digital medicine and are moving fast in establishing infrastructures that could potentially transform medical
practice, just as “Google Maps” changed the way we move
around the world. “Amazon Care”, “Google Health”, “Apple
Healthcare” are all establishing collaborations with healthcare institutions and investing in healthcare apps, such as the
Health App and the Apple Watch, to reinvent our everyday
practice.2 Logistics in hospitals need a significant update and
high-tech companies could facilitate this in the best possible
way. Similarly, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has invested huge amounts of resources in promoting the Global
Burden of Disease, a program run on a 25,000 CPU supercomputer located in Seattle, which identifies world needs
and provides a window into the most pressing challenges and
commendable achievements of the collective endeavour to
transform human health and wellbeing.3,4 Our responsibility
as healthcare specialists is not only to follow this trend, but to
become leaders and innovators, facilitating better care for our
Author for correspondence:
Nikolaos Tsilimparis, FEBVS, FACS
Professor of Vascular Surgery,
Head of the Vascular Surgery Department - Vascular and
Endovascular Surgery
Hospital of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University (LMU)
Munich, Campus Großhadern, Germany
E-mail: Nikolaos.Tsilimparis@med.uni-muenchen.de
ISSN 2732-7175 / 2021 Hellenic Society of Vascular and
Endovascular Surgery Published by Rotonda Publications
All rights reserved. https://www.heljves.com

patients without allowing high-tech companies to exploit the
vast vacuum without proper medical and ethical guidance.1
Despite cardiovascular disease being the leading cause of
global mortality and a major contributor to disability worldwide,5 the application of digital technologies and artificial intelligence remains in its infancy. The effectiveness of wearables and health apps in improving monitoring, diagnosis and
management of patients with cardiac insufficiency, arrhythmias, ischemic heart disease, etc. will prove only the beginning.6,7
For vascular diseases, the potential of digital technologies
in the diagnosis and monitoring of patients with peripheral
arterial disease (PAD) is enormous, allowing for increased
adherence to best medical treatment, follow-up visits, and
supervised exercise training programs. Specific apps to monitor O2 saturation and determine the flow status of the lower
extremities, as well as submitting wound surveillance to vascular experts, have already been suggested. Similarly, active
app-oriented self-monitoring and consultation lies within the
realm of possibility for patients suffering from aortic disease.
Given the delimited availability of vascular expertise, allied
to a geographically dispersed patient population, such digital provision would prove revolutionary. Although the use
of smartphones and digital programs may for the time being
remain low in the typical population suffering from vascular
diseases (mainly older and more comorbid patients), the situation will undoubtedly have changed beyond recognition
within a decade.
The use of hybrid operating rooms and sophisticated software to decrease operating times, contrast use and fluoroscopy time have already become a widespread reality.8 Similarly,
simulation-based training of endovascular procedures has
been proven to increase procedure-specific parameters and
outcomes. The use of virtual reality and artificial intelligence
for preoperative planning, in the operating theatre, and during follow-up are, excitingly, just around the corner.
The pathway to a digital future is already determined and
it is important for the vascular community to jump on the train
of digital innovation and artificial intelligence, as it will prove
essential in the upcoming decades. The potential for vascular
medicine to grow through integration of digital workflow is
vast and should not be left unexploited.
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MANUSCRIPT
In March 2021, the Hellenic Society of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery (HSVES) established the HSVES Working Groups
(WG) project. The aim of this initiative was to bring experts
and enthusiastic volunteers in a close collaboration in order
to provide education, share expertise and facilitate exchange
of best practice in the various topics of Vascular Medicine
and Surgery. Working groups are a common practice in various medical and scientific territories. The European Society
of Cardiology has been running a Working Groups program
which has proven its value throughout Europe’s Cardiology.1
Similarly, the Hellenic Cardiologic Society has been a pioneer
on medical team-work process in Greece.2
The HSVES WG aim is dedicated to research and education, to reduce the burden of vascular diseases and improve
the outcome of patients suffering by vascular diseases. Each
WG has a pre-specified field, aiming to the promotion, design,
coordination, research organization and knowledge dissemination on this specific scientific area. These objectives can be
achieved by educational seminars and meetings, registries,
studies, position papers, consensus documents, national
guidelines, and other activities that each WG may carry out.
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The HSVES WG project consists of 16 distinct groups of
Vascular Surgeons and other physicians and scientists, aiming to provide research and education data on specific topics
regarding Vascular Surgery and Medicine. The initiative runs
under the guidance and authority of the HSVES, the leading
scientific society of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery and
Medicine in Greece. The currently existing HSVES WG listing is
presented in Table 1. The HSVES WG details of operation are
described in its Regulations Document which has been conducted by the HSVES.3
Vascular Infections
Hemodialysis Access
Vascular Ultrasound and other Diagnostic Modules
Vasculitis
Aortic Aneurysmal Disease
Diabetic Foot
Thromboembolic Disease
Cerebrovascular Disease
Lymphedema and Arteriovenous Anomalies
Venous Disease
Extremities Arterial Disease
Aneurysms of Peripheral Arteries
Renal and Mesenteric Ischemia
Entrapment and Compression Syndromes
Issues Regarding the Vascular Surgery Profession
Hellenic Vascular Registry (HEVAR)

Table 1. The HSVES Working Groups list.

Each WG is comprised by members. WG members have
to be active members of the HSVES of any kind (Full, Senior,
Junior, Horonary or Other members), as defined in the HSVES
Constitution and Articles of Rules Document. Each WG is directed by its Board of Directors (BoD). The BoD of each Work-
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ing Group is elected by the members of each WG and consists
of the President, the Deputy President and the Secretary. The
BoD has the full responsibility for the design and actions of
the WG.

ject the endeavor. The voluntary participation, and the diffuse
dissemination of responsibilities to every member all over the
country can be a way to move forward.

The HSVES WGs functions run through an innovative communication platform, the WG Apella. Apella is an online area,
located within the HSVES official website. A separate meeting
area for each WG exists within the Apella. In each meeting
area its members can suggest ideas, design actions, comment
and communicate, thus organizing the WG activities.

Funding - Conflicts of interest: The manuscript was not funded by any company or organization.

WGs are groups of people who work together to achieve
pre-specified goals. They are designed to bring together individuals who possess the relevant knowledge and skills and will
act both individually and collectively to undertake assigned
tasks and activities in order to achieve the predefined objectives of the group. A necessary prerequisite for someone to
participate in a WG is his/her selfless will to offer to the common good, this being the main underlying idea of the HSVES
WG project development. Despite the various difficulties that
the COVID-19 pandemic has created to the societies, it has
increased the possibilities of communication using the various
aspects of technology. This may become a boost in scientists’
interactions, something that can be used for the benefit of the
further improvement and development of Vascular Medicine
and Surgery in Greece. The future outcome will prove or re-
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The COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly affected surgical
practice worldwide. These changes encompass human resources, the capacity of intensive care units, the choice of
treatment, as well as the nature of surgical emergencies.1
From the beginning of the pandemic until today, many alterations have been established in the department of vascular
surgery, of ‘Laiko Hospital’, Greece. The majority of scheduled
operations were postponed and rescheduled. This is mainly
due to the reduction of available operating rooms, as well as
the fact that part of the staff was absorbed in the newly designed COVID units. Especially during the first lock-down that
the restrictive measures were stricter, and according to the

guidelines of the Society for Vacular Surgery as well as the relevant notice from the Hellenic Society for Vascular and Endovascular Surgery, the operations were limited to those considered ‘more urgent’ or ‘more serious’.2-4 As a result, operations
involving varicose veins, intermittent claudication, asymptomatic carotid arteries, and ‘small’ or asymptomatic aneurysms
have been reduced or cancelled.
From the second lock-down onwards, although the operating rooms did not increase, there was no limit to the nature
of scheduled operations for carotid stenosis and aneurysmal
disease. In contrast, operations for varicose veins and chronic
limb ischemia continued to be postponed. (Figure 1)

As a result, patients who in the pre-COVID-19 period would
be admitted for inpatient management, such as patients with
venous or diabetic ulcers, are now treated as outpatients. In
addition, patients with limb ischemia who presented to our
emergency department a higher Rutherford score grade of ischemic damage, and this is also a global observation.5,6 This
is a result of the limitation of surgeries for intermittent claudication and to the patient’s phobia of being examined in a
hospital in the midst of a pandemic.

For the smooth operation of our vascular surgery department, the Infection Committee of our hospital created a protocol to prevent of the COVID-19 spread. We perform molecular tests upon the admission of the patient, while in order
for the patient to enter the operating room there must be a
negative molecular test counting a maximum of three days.
As far as emergency surgeries are concerned, a rapid test
precedes the surgery, while a molecular test is taken at the
same time.
In conclusion, it is well known that there is a direct correlation between delayed treatment and its consequences in the
vascular patient. So as the pandemic continues and selective
surgeries are reduced or postponed, there may be an increase
in emergency surgeries in the post-COVID period. Given the
complex nature of vascular surgery and the comorbidity of
the vascular patient, the COVID-19 pandemic is a challenge
for the vascular surgery community. It is therefore clear that
the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the health system worldwide and in all its areas.
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Abstract:
Purpose: In most current series examining patients undergoing Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA) repair, women account
for around 20% of the study population. Yet, in a single institution in an insular area in the east Mediterranean Sea very
few women undergoing AAA treatment have been observed. The objective of the present study is to record rate of female
patients among subjects treated for AAA.
Materials and Methods: This is a retrospective single center study including all consecutive patients treated for AAA with
either Endovascular Aneurysm Repair (EVAR) or open surgical techniques in a single institution providing vascular service
for a catchment area of 700.000 population. Patients treated electively and those treated emergently were included. The
study period was from 01.01.2010 until 31.12.2019. The main endpoint of the analysis was to define rate of female patients
among subjects receiving AAA treatment.
Results: Totally, there were 713 procedures. Three-hundred-seventy-five (53%) cases were operated by open repair and
338(47%) by EVAR. Six-hundred-two (84%) patients were treated electively while 111 (16%) patients were treated for ruptured AAA. The vast majority of patients were male (706/713 - 99%) with only few female patients (7/713 - 1%). Rates of
women treated for AAA were similar for both elective (6/602 - 1%) and ruptured cases (1/111 - 1%). Smoking was the most
prevalent risk factor in male patients (87%), while all female patients were current smokers.
Conclusion: There is a remarkable difference among rates of female patients undergoing AAA treatment in a single institution (<1%) and those typically reported in the current literature. Cultural and habitual reasons that resulted in very low
smoking rates among women during the past decades may have led to this difference.
Key Words: Abdominal aortic aneurysm, Women, Female patients
INTRODUCTION
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is mainly a disease of older male patients. The predisposition of this disease for the
male gender has been well established by large scale epidemiologic studies and currently the prevalence of AAA in males
is estimated around 3% and in females<1%.1,2 The total AAA
prevalence has been reported to be progressively declining
following reduced rates of smoking in the developed world.3,4
Among the randomized clinical trials (RCTs) investigating the
cost-effectiveness of screening for AAA, only the Chichester
study included female patients (prevalence was 1,3% in females and 7.6% in males) while the MASS, Viborg and Western Australia studies did not.5-8 Screening programs in Sweden
estimated current prevalence of AAA in older women at 0.5%
while similar rates were found in the UK.4,9 Other contemporary screening protocols do not include women, as that in
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Denmark.1 In summary, the prevalence of AAA in women is
currently low, the relative risk in men being 4-fold.
Except for AAA prevalence detected inside screening programs, an important index indicating the magnitude of the
disease burden among women, especially with regard to
those with clinically relevant AAAs, is the rate of female patients undergoing invasive treatment. Among cases treated
for AAA, most series report rates of women around 15-20%.1017
In both elective and emergency settings this rate is mostly
the same.10-17 Large administrative databases of elective AAA
treatment which include thousands of patients report rates
of female patients around 20% while rates around 10% have
been recorded inside the randomized trials (RCTs) comparing
Endovascular Aneurysm Repair (EVAR) and open repair of intact AAAs.10-13 Regarding the rate of female patients treated
for ruptured AAAs, numbers are mostly similar.11,14-17
In a single institution very few women received treatment
for AAA and the objective of the current study is to record the
rate of female patients inside a cohort of consecutive patients
undergoing invasive AAA treatment.
METHODS
Study design and study population
This is a retrospective study, being held in a single Tertiary institution providing Vascular service for a catchment area of
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700,000 population. All consecutive patients undergoing AAA
repair during the last decade (01/01/2010 - 31/12/2019) were
reviewed. Para-renal (aneurysms that included at least one renal artery and extent up to the superior mesenteric artery) and
para-visceral AAAs (aneurysms that included the renal arteries and the superior mesenteric artery but extent not beyond
the celiac axis) were included but more extensive disease such
as thoraco-abdominal (Type I-IV) lesions were excluded from
the analysis (6 cases, all of them male patients).18 Cases were
identified from the hospital’s electronic database and medical
records. All types of repair (open surgical repair and EVAR) for
both elective and emergent indications were included. In general, open surgical repair was the primary therapeutic modality at an earlier phase, while there was a progressive shift towards EVAR in the later years. Currently, open surgical repair
is reserved for patients with hostile anatomy for EVAR and in
young, fit patients with a long life expectancy. In case of open
surgical repair of complex AAAs, a transperitoneal approach
is most often favored when the aneurysm does not extent in
the superior mesenteric artery with supra-renal clamping and
the proximal anastomosis being constructed at the level of the
most caudal renal artery with a posterior bevel or with renal
artery re-implantation when this is needed. If the aneurysm
involves the superior mesenteric artery, a retroperitoneal approach is usually preferred with a laterally beveled proximal
anastomosis including the superior mesenteric artery and the
right renal artery and re-implantaion of the left renal artery.
Primary and secondary outcomes
The primary outcome of the analysis was to record rate of female patients among subjects that received treatment for AAA
during the study period. Secondary outcomes were, procedural time, length of stay in the ICU and/or hospital, peri-procedural mortality and complications. Quantitative data are reported as mean ± Standard deviation if normally distributed
or median (Range) if distribution was skewed. Qualitative data
are reported as frequencies as appropriate. We planned to
compare abovementioned values among men and women in
the study cohort.
RESULTS
Primary outcomes
During the study period we recorded a total of 713 procedures
for AAA (684 infrarenal AAAs and 29 cases of complex AAA).
Three-hundred-seventy-five cases (53%) were operated by
open repair and 338 (47%) by EVAR. Relevant anatomic variables of the study cohort were recorded. Mean AAA neck length
was 25±12mm among patients receiving EVAR and 14±11mm
among those undergoing open surgical repair (p<0.001). Aortic neck angulation was 25±19 in the former and 30±24 in
the later group (p=0.62). Infra-renal neck diameter was not
significantly different between groups (EVAR 23±3mm, Open
22±5mm, p=0.83). It becomes apparent that the most common anatomical variable that precluded EVAR was inadequate
proximal neck length.
Six-hundred-two(84%) patients were treated in the elec-

tive setting while 111(16%) patients were treated urgently due
to AAA rupture. All ruptured cases were treated by open surgical repair. The vast majority of patients were male (706/713
- 99%) with only few female patients (7/713 - 1%). Rates of
women treated for AAA were <1% for both elective (6/602)
and ruptured cases (1/111) as seen in Figure 1. Female patients were treated by open repair in 4 and by EVAR in 3 cases. Among female patients undergoing open surgery, 1 was
operated for ruptured AAA, 1 had adverse anatomy for EVAR
due to severe neck angulation and 2 presented proximal extension of the aneurysm involving the renal arteries. The rest
of the female patients (n=3) were treated with standard EVAR
in two cases and by Chimney EVAR in one case. Among the
total number of patients included, 26 (4%) men and 3 (43%)
of women presented extension of the AAA above the renal
arteries and these patients were treated with Chimney-EVAR
in 8 and open surgical repair in 21 cases.

Figure 1. Chart summarizing gender distribution in our study cohort.

Secondary outcomes
Demographic information of patients is summarized on Table
1. Remarkably, 87% of male and 100% of female patients were
current or ex-smokers. Regarding peri-procedural details, patients undergoing elective AAA repair presented an acceptable
30-day mortality rate (3% for open repair and >1% for EVAR)
while mortality for ruptured AAA repair was 38%. Length of
ICU and hospital stay was lower among patients undergoing
EVAR compared to those receiving open repair, similar to what
it is reported in the literature. Clinical information is summarized in Table 2. Unfortunately, the low rate of female patients
observed, did not allow for any meaningful statistical comparisons between genders.
Variables
Age
Hypertension
Hypelipidemia
Diabetes
Smoking
Renal disease
Coronary artery disease

Male (n=706)
75 (49-91)
600 (85%)
487 (69%)
7 (1%)
614 (87%)
49 (7%)
70 (10%)

Female (n=7)
71 (59-81)
7 (100%)
5 (71%)
1 (14%)
7 (100%)
1 (14%)
2 (28%)

Table 1. Demographics and comorbidities of the study cohort. Smoking refers to ever smokers. Renal disease is defined as a glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) <60 mL/min/1.73 m2.
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Procedural time
LOS ICU
LOS Hospital
30-Day mortality
MI
Intestinal ischemia
Acute kidney injury
Acute limb ischemia

Open Elective (n=264)
172 (135-323)
1 (0-8)
9 (7-18)
8 (3%)
13 (5%)
7 (2.6%)
38 (14%)
4 (1.5%)

Open Ruptured (n=111)
224 (145-410)
3 (1-12)
13 (9-23)
42 (38%)
18 (16.2%)
30 (27%)
45 (41%)
13% (5%)

45
EVAR elective (n=338)
100 (60-310)
0 (0-9)
2 (1-10)
2 (0.6%)
4 (1.2%)
1 (0.3%)
24 (7.1%)
1 (0,3%)

Table 2. Clinical details and outcomes of patients included in the analysis. LOS: Length of Hospital Stay, ICU: Intensive Care Unit, MI: Myocardial Infarction.
Study
Schermerhorn et al 10
Mani et al 11
Budtz-Lilly12
Greenhalgh et al 13
Mohan et al 14
Edwards et al 15
Mani et al 11
Budtz-Lilly16
Powell et al 17

Database
Medicare
SwedVasc
VascuNet
EVAR-1
NIS
Medicare
SwedVasc
VascuNet
IMPROVE

Indication
Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective
Ruptured
Ruptured
Ruptured
Ruptured
Ruptured

Study period
2001-2008
1987-2005
2005-2013
1999-2003
2001-2010
2001-2008
1987-2005
2010-2013
2009-2013

Number of patients
79,932
8,663
83,253
1,082
42,126
10,998
4,171
9,320
613

Female (%)
22%
17%
14%
10%
23%
28%
14%
17%
22%

Table 3. Typical values of rates of female patients treated for AAA as reported in representative observational and randomized trials for both
elective and urgent indications. NIS: Nationwide Inpatient Sample.

DISCUSSION
In a single centers’ experience we have observed very few cases of female patients treated for AAA. During a 10-year period
the rate of women treated for AAA was <1% of the total number of patients. This represents a remarkable difference from
the typical values reported in the literature and approximates
that of studies that mostly excluded women such as the OVER
trial.19 Regarding elective AAA treatment, the rate of female
patients is usually reported around 20% with no significant
variability between studies. Large administrative databases
including many thousands of cases report rates of this magnitude10-12. In table 3 the distribution of patients by gender
inside 3 of the most representative administrative databases
can be seen (The Medicare, the SwedVasc and the Vascunet
registries).
The rate of female patients treated for ruptured AAA is
similarly reported around 20%. Again the Medicare, SwedVasc
and Vascunet databases, have recorded rates of women treated at 28%, 14% and 18%.11,15,16 The Nationwide Inpatient Sample being the largest all payer database in the United States
reported that 23% of patients were women.14 The difference
between these values has no straightforward explanation but
maybe related to different practices in screening in women,
indications for elective treatment and time periods for which
these values are valid. Nevertheless, all these values are of the
same magnitude contrary to those observed in our practice.
Even if the design of the study is different, i.e. in randomized trials, rates of female patients treated for AAA are
similar. For example in the EVAR-1 trial which is the largest
RCT comparing EVAR and open surgery for intact AAAs, wom-

en represented around 10% of the total number of patients
included in the analysis. Regarding ruptured AAAs, the IMPROVE trial, again being the largest among RCTs comparing
EVAR and open repair, included 22% women. Therefore, for
every study design and for every clinical setting, rate of female
patients treated for AAA reported in the literature converge at
a value around 20%.
The reason for the large discrepancy between our experience and the abovementioned published data is unknown.
The low rate of smoking among women in our geographically
restricted population, in an insular area in the east Mediterranean Sea, in the island of Crete may provide a possible explanation. Smoking has been proven to be a significant risk
factor for AAA development and reduced smoking rates have
been hypothesized to be the most important reason for the
observed progressively decreasing AAA incidence in the developed world.1-4 Since there are no official smoking rates in
our target population we cannot prove a causal relationship
between low rates of tobacco consumption and AAA in female
patients but until recently fixed cultural and habitual perceptions kept very low rates of smoking among women. These
data indicate that in specific populations the rate of clinically
relevant AAAs in female patients may be far lower compared
to the typical values reported in the published literature. Currently, an increase of women smokers on the isle of Crete has
been observed and it will be of interest to see if this will be
accompanied by an increase in AAA disease in females.
Another observation that should be emphasized is that
women in our study population very commonly presented
with complex AAAs, involving the renal arteries. Specifically,
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3/7 women presented supra- or para-renal extension of the
aneurysm which is a remarkable difference with the 4% rate
of complex AAAs among men in our study cohort. The 3 female patients with proximal AAAs were treated electively, 2
with open repair and 1 with double chimney EVAR. This rate
of proximal AAA extension is remarkably higher compared to
the typical values reported in the literature which approximate 8%.20 Previous reports assessing the eligibility for EVAR,
have recorded 63% of women presenting aortic necks shorter
than 15mm but this fact alone may not provide an adequate
explanation for our finding.21 Therefore the reason for this
large discrepancy is largely unknown, but we hypothesize that
a genetic predisposition for aneurysmal degeneration may
have played a role, taking into account that one of the female
patients with pararenal involvement presented with bilateral
popliteal aneurysms and another one with innominate artery
aneurysm.
There may be several implications of these observations,
regarding clinical practice. At the same time that population
screening for AAA in women is not recommended, specific
categories of female patients may benefit from screening such
as those who smoke or those with first degree relatives having
a known AAA.18,22 If a very low prevalence of AAA exists in a
specific population, which we believe is the case in our region,
it is very unlikely that any kind of screening protocol even in
specific groups of patients may be cost-effective. Instead of
a screening protocol, we have worked with medical staff in
primary care in an effort to inform them on the diagnosis and
initial management of patients with aneurysmal disease. This
was done via a series of informative meetings performed in
all four prefectures covered within our Hospital’s catchment
area. Furthermore, referral of patients with an aneurysm,
both small and large, are given priority booking in our outpatient clinic for evaluation and are regularly followed-up thereafter.
Moreover, since women have been proven to be more susceptible to rupture at smaller diameters, at the same time presenting a higher operative risk compared to male patients in
both elective and emergent settings a lower size threshold of
50mm is currently recommended as the indication for elective
repair in female patients but with a weak recommendation
in guidelines.18,22,-23 We believe that inside populations with
a low prevalence of AAA among women this lower threshold
may be particularly indicated since reduced awareness of patients and physicians may lead to inadequate diagnostic and
surveillance protocols and an increase in the dimensions of
lesions may progress unnoticed with a considerable risk for
rupture. At the same time, repair at these dimensions may
increase EVAR suitability, which generally is lower among
women.23 The RESCAN metanalysis indicated that for female
patients the rupture risk for AAAs measuring 45mm is equivalent to that of 55mm AAAs in male patients.24 In our center
we have taken into account a 50mm threshold for AAA repair
according to international recommendations, whereas the
maximum dimensions for female patients treated electively
ranged from 52mm to 63mm.22 Regarding the secondary objectives of this study, we believe that with the exception of

the gender distribution, the remaining characteristics of the
study population is that of a typical cohort of patients with
AAA, with a high prevalence of smoking and hypertension and
a low prevalence of diabetes.15 The outcomes of AAA repair
are similar to those reported in the literature for both elective
and non-elective procedures.12,15 We should clarify that the
absence of endovascular treatment for ruptured AAAs is a result of management economic policy of our institution which
does not allow to stock endografts of all sizes onsite while at
the same time the geographic isolation of our region from
the endograft companies on mainland Greece results in a delayed acquisition of the endograft of 8 to 20 hours, depending
on the time of day of patient admission. This practice is now
about to change according to the international guidelines.
CONCLUSION
Rate of female patients among subjects receiving AAA treatment is considerably low in the population of Crete, an island
in the east Mediterranean Sea. Low smoking rates among
women during the past decades may explain the remarkable
difference between our study population and rate of women
undergoing AAA treatment reported in most current series.
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Abstract:
Background: Heparin Resistance (HR) represents a considerable risk factor for perioperative and postoperative complications in surgical patients. These complications are expressed with venous and/or arterial thrombotic events which compromise the patient’s outcome after surgery. HR commonly occurs in patients with coronary disease undergoing cardio-pulmonary by-pass, cancer patients, as well as in patients suffering from AT-III deficiency, or type II H.I.T (Heparin induced
thrombocytopenia). Nevertheless, HR occurred also in healthy volunteers and in Oncologic Surgery, and according to our
findings, also in Major Orthopedic Surgery and in Vascular Surgery. The purpose of the current review was to focus on the
considerable percentage of HR among surgical patients.
Material and Methods: The literature search included the following key words: HR, venous thromboembolism (VTE) and
surgical, cardiovascular, ongological, orthopaedic and vascular patients and included reports published between 1990 and
2016. Only articles listed in Pubmed and written in English were included. The aforementioned criteria provided a total of
1948 papers. After the exclusion of papers regarding patients with thrombophilia, HIT and antithrombin III deficiency, the
total sum of articles relevant and important to the subject was 43, which were analyzed in detail in the current article.
Results: In 2 studies the relation between low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) and HR in healthy volunteers was investigated. Both confirm that presence of HR in healthy volunteers is not rare. Four papers from the included studies refer to
the physiologic mechanism through which HR is expressed in cancer patients. Seven studies refer to the Major orthopedic
surgery in relation to the HR. The presence of HR in oncologic surgery was commented only in one paper. In coronary
patient we found 14 references related to specific theme. Among them 2 studies examined the efficiency of LMWH’s antithrombotic activity. In 23,2% of papers, HR in patients undergoing coronary bypass graft surgery treated with UFH, was
investigated. Only two papers investigate HR in patients receiving coronary bypass who were treated preoperatively with
LMWH and perioperatively with UFH. Two papers were guidelines to prevent VTE, in high-risk surgical patients and one
investigated the antithrombotic properties of LMWH in plasma. Finally, three studies are related to the properties of the
Thrombogram-Thrombinoscope (TG assay) laboratory method in clot cascade.
Conclusion: Personalized antithrombotic treatment using the method of Calibrated Thrombin Generation Assay may represent a solution to optimal treatment in future antithrombotic strategy.
Keywords: Heparin Resistance, UFH, LMWH, TG, VTE, Orthopedic Surgery, Vascular Surgery, Oncologic Surgery, Healthy
Volunteers, Optimal Antithrombotic Strategy.
INTRODUCTION
In patients suffering from Venous Thromboembolism (VTE),
Heparin Resistance (HR) is defined as a pathological situation
in which, patients require unusually high doses of heparin to
achieve the desirable antithrombotic response and therapeuAuthor for correspondence:
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tic aPTT levels. In these cases, the daily heparin requirement
may reach and overcome the amount of 35.000 anti-Xa IU/d.1
HR occurs in 25% of patients with VTE.2 Gionis et al. using the
method of Thrombin Generation (TG) assay, defined Biological Resistance to Low Molecular Weight Heparin (LMWH), as
any abnormal alteration of TG specific biomarkers, in surgical
patients receiving thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, on the 8th
postoperative day -were maximum anti-Xa effect of LMWH is
expected-, compared to the same TG biomarkers on the day
before surgery where no anticoagulants were somministrated.3,4
Pathophysiologic mechanisms and mode of action of HR
The proposed mode of action of HR includes various mechanisms for different types of patients. These mechanisms are
based on Antithrombin (AT) Deficiency, increased heparin
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clearance, high amounts of heparin-binding proteins and high
levels of Factor VIII and/or fibrinogen.1 The risk factors for HR
are classified in AT- mediated and non AT- mediated. In detail,
they are listed in table 1.

Table 1. Risk factors classification for HR
Biological heparin resistance (HR) has been found to commonly occur in cancer patients and to a lesser extent in patients with anti-thrombin deficiency, or type II heparin induced thrombocytopenia.5,6 The mode of action in which HR
is expressed implicates Unfractioned Heparin (UFH),6 as well
as Low Molecular Weight Heparin (LMWH).5 In oncologic patients HR is not rare, since tumor cells contribute to an overexpression of Heparanase (an endo-D-glucuronidase) that
cleaves heparin sulfate, resulting in a marked suppression of
the anticoagulant activity of UFH and LMWH.5 Beyond oncologic patients, HR often occurs in patients with Antihrombin
III deficiency, or type II H.I.T. In fact, UFH’s main effect consist
to the activation of Antithrombin (AT) and consequently to
the inactivation of both Factor IIa (Thrombin) and Factor Xa.6
AT-dependent HR mainly occurs in congenital AT deficiency,
asparaginase therapy, disseminated intravascular coagulation
(D.I.C.), and administration of high doses of UFH during extracorporeal circulation, since an activated clotting time (ACT)
major to 400 sec is necessary.7 Type II H.I.T. is not a true HR,
but an autoimmune complication, requiring heparin discontinuation and the use of an alternative anticoagulant agent.6
HR expressed as inability to achieve therapeutic anticoagulation, has been described in a high percentage (22%) of patients undergoing coronary surgery treated with UFH, or UFH
and LMWH, often with catastrophic complications.8-10 Regarding the mode of action of LMWHs, these are commonly used
as antithrombotic agents in the majority of surgical diseases.
These are pleiotropic anticoagulant drugs which exert their
antithrombotic activity by inhibiting thrombin generation (TG)
via the Antihrombin dependent inhibition of serine proteases
(factor Xa and to a lesser extent by inhibiting factor IIa, factor
IXa).11-14 In addition, LMWHs inhibit factor’s VIIa generation
and activity and induce Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibitor (TFPI)
release that contributes to their antithrombotic effect.15-17
On the other hand, the longer glycosaminoglycan chains of
LMWH bind non-specifically to plasma proteins, and part of
its antithrombotic activity is neutralized by platelet factor 4
(PF4) released from activated platelets.18 Activation of plate-
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lets, leukocytes and endothelium cells is enhanced during the
perioperative period, inducing hypercoagulable state.19
Controversies about laboratory methods of measuring the
antithrombotic efficacy
Measurement of anti-Xa plasma activity is still regarded as the
only test for biological monitoring of LMWH treatment. Nevertheless, it has been shown that for patients receiving thromboprophylaxis with LMWH, the concentration of anti-Xa activity in plasma is not well correlated with the clinical outcome,
although this has not been the case for patients with acute
coronary syndromes treated with LMWH.20-22 Measurement of
anti-Xa activity in plasma represents only one aspect of LMWHs’ activity, since they interfere into several steps of blood
coagulation. Dosage of anti-Xa activity is performed in platelet
poor plasma. LMWHs’ antithrombotic activity is partially inhibited by PF4.18,22 Global coagulation assays sensitive to LMWHs could probably better reflect their antithrombotic efficacy.23 The analysis of the influence of LMWH treatment on the
distinct phases of blood coagulation in clinical settings where
the thrombotic risk is increased could be a breakthrough step
towards the development of a new individualised option regarding future strategies in thromboprophylaxis.
Clinical aspects of HR and effects on various types of patients
In Oncologic Surgery, Papageorgiou et al.,24 have recently
demonstrated the presence of resistance to thromboprophylaxis with LMWH administered postoperatively in patients
undergoing lobectomy for lung adenocarcinoma. In Major
Orthopaedic Surgery (MOS), Elective Total Hip Replacement
(THR) and Total Knee Replacement (TKR) are the commonest
interventions associated with a high risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE) which persists for several weeks after the surgery.25 Post-Operative thromboprophylaxis consists to a routine administration of a fixed dose of Low Molecular Weight
Heparins (LMWHs), fondaparinux, orally active direct inhibitor of factor Xa, or thrombin inhibitors, and is strongly recommended for these patients.25,26 LMWHs are the commonest
anti-thrombotic drugs administered during the post-surgery
period and present predictable pharmacokinetics allowing
effective thromboprophylaxis with a single daily subcutaneous injection.27 Although LMWHs represent a substantial improvement in the antithrombotic strategy, about 10% to 20%
of patients undergoing MOS, who receive the recommended prophylaxis with LMWH may still present asymptomatic
VTE.28-30 HR is not a rare phenomenon in patients undergoing
THR or TKR, and could be part of the explanation for the high
percentages of VTE during the post-operative period.3,4 In Vascular Surgery, HR is also present in considerable percentage of
patients despite intraoperative administration of UFH before
arterial clamping, as well as, postoperatively with LMWH’s
somministration.4 In Cardiac Surgery, HR is reported in up to
22% of patients undergoing cardiopulmonary bypass.33-35 It is
usually defined as failure to reach a certain Activated Clotting
Time (ACT<400 sec) value after a certain bolus administration
of heparin (full dose heparinization for open heart surgery);
however, there are varying proposals as to what those given
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values are.33-38 Another approach was introduced by Ranucci et
al, who proposed the use of a Heparin Sensitivity Index (HSI),
with values less than 1.3 indicating heparin resistance.39 There
is general agreement that heparin resistance is more common
in patients receiving UFH preoperatively,35,36,40,41 however, this
may be extended also to patients treated with LMWH.9,10 It is
not clear whether heparin resistance is of significant clinical
relevance. Nicholson et al. proved that despite the ACT being
frequently less than 400 seconds, no coagulation was seen
in their group of heparin-pretreated patients, and suggested
that a standard heparin dose should always be safe and sufficient.42 The impact of HR on the outcome of cardiac surgical
patients is unclear. The only study that addressed this issue
was published by the Ranucci group in the European Journal
of Anesthesiology - the authors found that heparin resistance
(and heparin pretreatment) was associated with increased incidence of postoperative fatal myocardial infarction.39
Discrepancy of antithrombotic efficiency in healthy volunteers
It is quite surprising that HR also occur in healthy volunteers.32
Al Dieri et al., examined healthy volunteers receiving subcutaneously a single dose of LMWH and reported that in about
20% of the samples, collected within 24 hours after the injection, the inhibition of thrombin generation could not be
predicted by the concentration of the anti-Xa activity in plasma, or by the variations of the body weight. The Coefficient of
Variation (CV) regarding the anti-Xa and anti-IIa activity is 50%
for UFH and 22-37% LMWHs. Fixed dosage of LMWH caused
under-dosage of anticoagulation in 10-13% of healthy volunteers, and over-dosage in 5-11%. High or low response is an
individual property independent of the type of heparin injected and only partially explained by variation of body weight.32
The perspective of identifying high and low responders in
antithrombotic treatment can avoid patient’s exposition in
increased risk of thrombotic events during prophylaxis period; Calibrated Thrombin Generation (TG) Assay, is a laboratory method that allows the identification of surgical patients
with poor response to anticoagulants, and could consist to a
breakthrough step in order to achieve optimal antithrombotic treatment for these patents, in future daily clinical practice.3,4,11,13,27 The use of this method, in orthopedic, vascular
and oncologic patients revealed high percentages of HR, a fact
that raises concerns about the optimal thromboprophylaxis
in surgical patients, and proves that a considerable number
of these clinical categories, may be exposed to an increased
risk of venous and/or arterial thrombotic events during the
perioperative and postoperative period even though prophylaxis with LMWH is administered.3,4,24 Thrombin Generation
(TG) parameters allow the analysis of the initiation, amplification and inhibition phase of Thrombinogenesis, as well as, the
integral amount of generated thrombin.43 The use of a standardized assay allows the evaluation of the entire blood coagulation process and the global antithrombotic effect of LMWHs,
in any desirable moment of the perioperative or the postoperative period of any single patient. This may have a major
contribution regarding the optimal antithrombotic treatment

in surgical patients. TG parameters are: 1. Lag-time, which
describes the initiation phase of TG, 2. Peak concentration of
Generated Thrombin, 3. Time necessary to Peak (ttPeak), 4.
Endogenous Thrombin Potential (ETP), that reflects the total
amount of thrombin in it’s active form in plasma, and finally, 5.
Mean Rate Index (MRI=Peak/ttPeak-Lag-time) which reflects
the velocity of the propagation phase of TG. Biological HR to
LMWH could be defined using this method as any variation
of TG (increase in Peak, ETP & MRI, or decrease in Lag-time
& ttPeak) on the 8th postoperative day, when the maximum
anti-Xa effect of LMWH is expected, compared to TG on the
day before surgery.3,4 ETP and MRI are the most important biomarkers in order to identify the patients with low response
to LMWH’s treatment. TG Assay is a method that could easily
be applicated in any laboratory.3,4
Review of the literature
Aiming to focus on the considerable percentage of Heparin
Resistance to surgical patients despite receiving fixed-dose
thromboprophylaxis according to current guidelines and to introduce the concept of individualized thromboprophylaxis as
a perspective in future antithrombotic strategy we preformed
a review of the literature.
The methodology or literature research followed the plan
described subsequently. Τhe key words used included: i) Heparine resistance (HR), ii) HR, VTE and surgical patients, iii) HR
and cardiovascular patients, iv) HR and orthopedic patients, v)
HR and vascular patients. The time period selected included
article published between 1990 and 2016. Only articles listed
in Pubmed and written in English were included. The inclusion
and exclusion criteria are described in table 2.

Table 2. Suitability criteria of the studies

The aforementioned criteria provided a total of 1948 papers. Among them six papers were related to “HR, VTE and
surgical patients”, 127 papers were related to “HR and cardiovascular patients”, five papers to “HR and orthopedic patients”, and 179 papers were related to “HR and vascular patients”. After the exclusion of papers regarding patients with
thrombophilia, HIT (Heparin induced thrombocytopenia) and
antithrombin III deficiency, the total sum of articles relevant
and important to the subject fell to 43, which were analyzed
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in detail in the current article.
Among them: four papers investigate the physiologic
mechanism through which HR is expressed in cancer patients
treated with UFH or LMWH,5 in patients treated with UFH,6
and in patients with AT-III deficiency.7,8 Nine papers study the
mode of action and the antithrombotic properties of UFH and
LMWH in laboratory, as well as in VTE patients.2,11-18 One paper
investigates the pathophysiology and the alterations of coagulability in patients undergoing MOS.19 One paper investigates
the relationship between antithrombotic activity of LMWH
and the incidence of complications in patients underwent
MOS[20]. Two papers investigate the efficiency of LMWH’s
antithrombotic activity in patients with acute coronary syndrome.21,22 Two papers investigate the effect of LMWH in the
clot cascade of healthy volunteers and the presence of HR also
in healthy volunteers.23,31 One paper studies the efficiency of
LMWH’s and the presence of HR in oncologic surgery.24 Two
papers regard guidelines to prevent Venous Thromboembolism (VTE), in high-risk surgical patients.25,26 One paper investigates the antithrombotic properties of LMWH in plasma.27
Three papers study the differences and the efficacy of antithrombotic properties between LMWH and Direct Thrombin
Inhibitors (DTIs) in patients undergoing MOS.28-31 One paper
investigates the presence of HR using TG assay in patients underwent MOS, and treated with LMWH.3 One paper investigates the presence of HR using TG assay in patients underwent
MOS and Vascular Surgery and treated with LMWH, with/or
without additional antiplatelet drugs.4 In 10 papers the investigation refers HR in patients undergoing coronary bypass
graft surgery, treated with UFH.32,34-42 Two papers investigate
HR in patients underwent coronary bypass graft surgery treated preoperatively with LMWH and peri-postoperatively with
UFH.9,10 Three papers study the properties of the Thrombogram-Thrombinoscope (TG assay) laboratory method in clot
cascade.14,27,43
RESULTS
From 1990 to 2016 43 papers were reviewed. In 2 studies the
relation of LMWH and HR in healthy volunteers was investigated. Both confirm the presence of HR in healthy volunteers
which occurs in considerable frequency. Four papers (9,3%)
from the included studies refer to the physiologic mechanism
through which HR is expressed in cancer patients. In nine studies (20,9%) the mode of action and the antithrombotic properties of UFH and LMWH was examined. In two studies the
alterations of coagulability in MOS patients were examined in
relation to HR. Another three papers (6,9%) study the differences and the efficacy of antithrombotic properties between
LMWH and Direct Thrombin Inhibitors (DTIs) in patients undergoing MOS. The presence of HR using TG assay in patients
underwent MOS were examined in two further studies (4,6%).
The presence of HR in oncologic surgery was commented
only in one paper (2,3%). In coronary patient we found 14 references (32,5%) related to the specific theme. Among them
4,6 % refers to the efficiency of LMWH’s antithrombotic activity. In 23,2% of papers investigate HR in patients underwent
coronary bypass graft surgery treated with UFH. Only two
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papers (4,6%) investigate HR in patients underwent coronary
bypass treated preoperatively with LMWH and perioperatively with UFH. Two papers (4,6%) regard guidelines to prevent
VTE, in high-risk surgical patients and one (2,3%) investigates
the antithrombotic properties of LMWH in plasma. Finally
three studies (7%) are related to the properties of the Thrombogram-Thrombinoscope (TG assay) laboratory method in
clot cascade.
DISCUSSION
HR is defined as a phenomenon expressed with low responsiveness to anticoagulant treatment with UFH or LMWH. The
implications of the main findings reported in literature about
HR, may provide some perspections regarding future antithrombotic strategy.1-4
HR is documented in healthy volunteers who received
LMWHs (up to 13%), leading to the conclusion that optimized
individual dosage of LMWH is possible through recognition of
high and low responders, which requires one measurement
of the LMWH concentration or, preferably the LMWH’s anticoagulant effect on the ETP, at least 2-5 hous after the first
injection of the drug.31
In Cardiac surgery although HR is a well-known phenomenon in patients treated with UFH, this is not the case for the
LMWHs. Even more, coronary patients treated with LMWH
(enoxaparin) during the preoperative period, needed more
UFH to maintain an ACT above 400 sec perioperatively, and
had higher heparin concentrations and lower AT values compared with control patients. Patients treated preoperatively
with LMWH had also higher neutrophil-activating peptide-2
concentrations. In other words, these patients treated with
enoxaparin before cardiac surgery showed signs of HR intraoperatively and also had increased perioperative platelet activation.10 In cardiac surgery, the use of preoperative LMWH
remains a significant predictor of reduced intraoperative heparin responsiveness.9
In Oncologic surgery it has been found that, in patients
with lung adenocarcinoma who underwent surgery and were
treated with LMWH after surgery, 50% of the thrombin generated samples submitted to thrombin generation assessment
(TG assay) collected postoperatively, an increase of TG occurred despite the presence of the expected anti-Xa activity
in plasma. Additionally, on the 7-8th postoperative days (were
maximum antithrombotic activity of the LMWH is expected),
3 out of 15 patients showed a significant increase of TG, leading to the conclusion that the response to enoxaparin is not
predicted by the anti-Xa activity in plasma. Furthermore, TG
is a laboratory method that allows to identify patients with
residual plasma hypercoagulability.24
In Orthopedic surgery patients who underwent MOS, (Total Hip Replacement and Total Knee Replacement), treated
postoperatively with LMWH (enoxaparin) according to ACCP
guidelines, the study of thrombinogenesis using the method
of TG assay, revealed considerable percentages of HR in both
categories of orthopedic patients in the 8th postoperative day
(were maximum antithrombotic effect of enoxaparin is ex-
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pected).3
In Vascular surgery patients who underwent femoro-popliteal by-pass grafting and treated postoperatively with LMWH
(enoxaparin), TG assay revealed considerable percentages of
HR among the patients, in the 8th postoperative day, through
increased TG (increased ETP & MRI) on this certain day that
maximum antithrombotic effect is expected, when compared
with TG preoperatively, were no LMWH was administered.4
CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that in the every-day clinical practice, a significant
percentage of surgical patients considered as high-risk for venous or arterial thrombotic events, does not receive proper
antithrombotic treatment, despite the fact that they receive
thromboprophylaxis according to current guidelines, because
of HR. This exposes them in possible and severe perioperative
and/or postoperative complications. Identification of patients
with low responsiveness to anticoagulant treatment due to
HR, is quite important in order to achieve optimal antithrombotic prophylaxis for these patients. TG assay is a method that
could directly identify every single patient with poor response
to anticoagulant drugs. This could be a breakthrough step to
future antithrombotic strategy. Further studies need to be
done, in order to achieve optimal antithrombotic treatment
and diminish hazardous perioperative and/or postoperative
thrombotic events.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The AngioVac system has been suggested as an effective addition to the surgeon’s armamentarium for the
management of patients with inferior vena cava thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, as well as tricuspid valve endocarditis. It offers a minimally invasive endovascular approach using an extracorporeal veno-venous bypass circuit equipped
with a thrombus-capturing filter. We aim to describe the perioperative technical considerations associated with the use
of AngioVac system.
Technique: Under general anesthesia and thransesophageal echocardiographic (TEE) guidance, the AngioVac system
utilizes a funnel-shaped inflow cannula and an extracorporeal circulation (ECC) bypass circuit for endovascular thrombus
aspiration. A centrifugal pump circulates blood through the AngioVac circuit and thrombi are captured by a dedicated
filter attached to the circuit.
Conclusion: Endovascular thrombus aspiration using this minimally invasive technique demonstrates an attractive alternative in inferior vena cava and cavo-atrial thrombosis. Its efficient nature makes it an invaluable tool for use by a
multidisciplinary team of physicians.
Keywords: AngioVac, thrombus aspiration, how to do it

INTRODUCTION
Endovascular vacuum-assisted thrombectomy using the AngioVac cannula (AngioDynamics, Latham, NY) has increasingly
been used in the treatment of inferior vena cava (IVC) thrombosis after receiving Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and
European Union CE mark approval in 2009 and 2013, respectively.1 Its successful use in conditions involving the IVC led to
an expansion in its indications. The AngioVac system has now
been used for the endovascular management of a variety of
thrombotic conditions such as tricuspid valve endocarditis for
the aspiration of valve vegetations, aspiration of large pulmonary emboli from the pulmonary artery and its main branches
and, most recently, in tumor-thrombus removal from the IVC
and/or right atrium in high surgical risk patients with renal cell
carcinoma and cavo-atrial extension.2-5
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Successful AngioVac use prerequisites adequate technical knowledge of the device as well as excellent cooperation
among physicians and other healthcare professionals from
multiple different disciplines such as cardiothoracic surgery,
vascular surgery, anaesthesiology, cardiology, interventional
radiology, perfusionist, and others. The present paper aims to
briefly delineate important technical aspects in the use of the
AngioVac system for IVC thrombosis.
THE ANGIOVAC SYSTEM
The third generation AngioVac system includes an inflow cannula and a circuit for assembly with the extracorporeal circulation (ECC). The funnel-shaped 22Fr cannula is available
with either a 20o or 180o angled tip (Figure 1). The slide-oversheath fashion of the self-expanding funnel shaped cannula
enables easy manipulation by the operator for desired angulations (Figure 2). When enabled, a proximal locking mechanism
prevents accidental sliding of the cannula over the sheath. A
Y-adapter equipped with a working side port located in the
proximal portion of the cannula allows for guidewire insertion and over-the-wire cannula guidance. The side port can
be also used for insertion of endovascular snaring devices
which can be useful in persistent thrombi. The AngioVac circuit is composed of 3/8” tubing system which is connected
to the ECC unit by standard fashion and is equipped with a
thrombus-capturing filter. Importantly, the manufacturer provides neither an introducer sheath nor a reinfusion cannula
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for venous blood return. Although not mandatory, we have
found that an introducer sheath such as the GORE® DrySeal
Flex Introducer Sheath 26Fr provides a steady platform for
cannula manipulation. We have found that the DrySeal valve
enables introduction of the AngioVac device with great haemostasis and control and we highly recommend it against
Guidewires, sheaths & catheters

Cannulae

Extracorporeal circulation
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other similar introducer sheaths. A reinfusion cannula of 20Fr
such as the EOPA® (Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN) cannula can
be used for venous return. A standard ECC unit equipped with
a single centrifugal pump is necessary, without the need for
an oxygenator or reservoir. Table 1 summarizes the necessary
AngioVac equipment.

5 Fr. Introducer sheath
Lunderquist® Extra-Stiff guidewire (Cook Medical Inc.), 260cm, 0.035″
5 Fr. Standard Angiographic Catheter
GORE® DrySeal Flex Introducer Sheath 26 Fr.
Inflow 22Fr cannula angled 20o or 180o
Reinflow cannula for venous return
(e.g. EOPA® 20 Fr.)
Centrifugal pump
Pump controller
ECC circuit (3/8” tubing)
Thrombus filter

Table 1. AngioVac system material checklist.

Figure 1. The AngioVac system and its associated 20o and 180o funnel-shaped cannulae. Arrows indicate the flow of blood from the
inflow AngioVac cannula in the IJV through the thrombus filter, centrifugal pump and AngioVac circuit to venous return via femoral vein.
Reproduced with permission from AngioDynamics.

Indications
The AngioVac system is intended for aspiration of fresh, soft
thrombi and emboli by means of venous drainage and extracorporeal bypass. Pacemaker lead and tricuspid valve vegetations due to endocarditis, right atrial thrombus removal, iliofemoral and IVC thrombosis as well as deep vein thrombosis
(DVT) thrombus in transit are the main indications for use.
Contraindications
According to the manufacturer, severe arterial or venous vascular disease, use for chronic adherent intravascular material
(chronic pulmonary embolism, atherosclerotic plaques) are
among the device’s contraindications. Device use is also contraindicated for use during active cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Figure 2. The AngioVac 180o cannula manipulated into different angulations.

PREOPERATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
Careful preoperative patient evaluation is of outmost importance. Computed tomography angiography is used for assessment of thrombus extension. When the supradiaphragmatic
segment of IVC is involved, further cardiac evaluation with
both transthoracic (TTE) and transoesophageal (TEE) echocardiography is performed. Operation planning is suited to each
patient’s characteristics. The inflow cannula can be inserted
at either the femoral vein or the internal jugular vein (IJV).
For IVC thrombus, positioning of the funnel-shaped cannula
at the IVC-right atrial junction might prevent emboli escaping to the pulmonary circulation by continuous suction. We
have found the following manoeuvre particularly useful and
practical; when planning to introduce the inflow cannula
through the IJV, a percutaneous over-the-wire standard angi-
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ographic catheter can be positioned up to the IJV, through a
5-Fr sheath placed in the left femoral vein, under fluoroscopic guidance. This allows for retrograde introduction of a Lunderquist® Extra-Stiff guidewire (Cook Medical Inc.) from the
IJV to femoral vein during the operation and over-the-wire
guidance of the inflow cannula to the IVC-right atrial junction.

removal after AngioVac therapy (Figure 4B). The circuit filter
is then inspected for thrombi which are in turn admitted for
microbiological and histological evaluation (Figure 5).

TECHNIQUE
The operation takes place in the operating room under TEE
or in a hybrid operating theatre under both fluoroscopic and
TEE guidance. After general anaesthesia, the TEE probe is introduced to obtain a bi-caval view for visualisation of superior
vena cava (SVC), right atrium, and IVC. The right IJV and right
femoral vein are exposed, and a purse string with 5-0 polypropylene suture is placed. Systemic heparinization is achieved
and maintained with an active clotting time of >250sec. The
IJV is incised to gain access to the angiographic catheter (Figure 3), which was previously placed from the left femoral vein.

Figure 4. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) demonstrating
the IVC thrombus before (A) and after (B) AngioVac therapy. RA; right
atrium, LA; left atrium, IAS; interatrial septum, IVC; inferior vena
cava, T; thrombus

Figure 3. The right internal jugular vein is incised and the angiographic catheter is captured by the forceps.

While the assisting surgeon holds the catheter, the operating
surgeon introduces the Lunderquist® Extra-Stiff guidewire
which exits through the left femoral vein. After catheter removal through the left femoral vein, the introducer sheath is
inserted over-the-wire in the IJV and left in place. The reinfusion cannula is inserted in the right femoral vein. The AngioVac cannula is introduced through the sheath in the IJV in
an over-the-wire fashion, and after careful and meticulous
de-airing, the primed circuit is connected to both cannulae.
Under continuous TEE guidance, the funnel-shaped cannula
tip is positioned in the IVC-right atrial junction. After making
sure that the locking mechanism is secured at the desired cannula angulation, veno-venous bypass is initiated with the centrifugal pump generating flow rates of up to 3.5l/min (2500
- 3500 rpm). The device operating time is defined according
to individual patient needs. After ECC termination, the cannulae are removed and the vessels are secured using the purse
string suture. Figure 4A illustrates the IVC thrombus as seen
with the TEE before AngioVac treatment. Note the thrombus

Figure 5. Inferior vena cava thrombi captured by the filter.

DISCUSSION
Thrombi aspiration using the endovascular approach offered
with the AngioVac system can be done relatively simply and
safely. Special caution must be paid during vessel manipulation to avoid vessel injury. Although we prefer a cut-down
technique for complete vessel exposure and vascular control,
the AngioVac cannulae can be introduced percutaneously.1
Various percutaneous closure techniques are available, ranging from traditional vessel pressure application and thick nylon sutures, to more modern perclose vascular closure devices
such are the MANTA®, ANGIO-SEAL® VIP, and ProGlide™ SMC
System. TEE is necessary in guiding the cannula during the operation as well as providing cardiac evaluation postoperatively
to ensure that the right-sided cardiac chambers and pulmonary arteries are free from potential emboli. Alternative surgical treatments of IVC thrombosis with atrial extension involve
surgical embolectomy which often requires total circulatory
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arrest and carry increased mortality rates.1 Excellent AngioVac
results are presented in the recently published Registry of AngioVac Procedures in Detail (RAPID) prospective multicenter
trial which studied the device’s effectiveness in removal of
thrombi and right heart masses in 234 patients.5 A meta-analysis of 42 studies identified a total of 182 patients who were
treated with the AngioVac system for either endocardial vegetation or thrombosis.4 Other endovascular thrombus - aspirating devices such as the Indigo Mechanical Thrombectomy
System (Penumbra, Inc., Alameda, CA) and Inari FlowTriever®
(Inari Medical, Irvine, CA), which do not require the use of an
ECC unit are available to market.6, 7 Our experience with the
AngioVac system confirms that it is a safe and effective mode
of thrombus aspiration..

2
3

4

5

CONCLUSION
The minimally invasive nature of AngioVac system makes it an
invaluable tool for the management of complex thrombotic
conditions such as iliocaval and cavo-atrial thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, and right sided endocarditis.
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INTRODUCTION
Aortoenteric fistula (AEF) is a relatively rare condition with
high morbidity and mortality.1 It is defined as a pathologic
communication between the aorta and the gastrointestinal
tract, usually the third and fourth segment of the duodenum
due to their close proximity.1 AEF can be classified into primary, were they occur de novo, with an annual incidence of 0.007
per million and secondary, following aortic reconstructive
surgery and an annual incidence of 0.6-2%.2 The occurrence
of secondary AEF is found to be higher in patients following
open abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) repair,2 whereas only
few cases of AEF after endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR)
have been reported in the existing literature.3 The clinical
manifestation with the classic triad of gastrointestinal bleeding, abdominal pain and palpable mass is found in only 11%
of patients.3 On the other hand, herald bleeding and clinical
signs of sepsis are more common with computed tomography
angiography (CTA) being the necessary modality for diagnosis
and evaluation with variable sensitivity (40-90%) and specificity (33-100%).2
This is a single center experience of two patients who developed AEF post EVAR and treated with open repair without
removing the stent graft.
CASE REPORT
The first case is a 69-year-old man, with a past medical history
of diabetes, dyslipidemia and an episode of cerebral ischemic attack. He presented to the Emergency Department of his
district hospital with symptoms of vomiting and fever for the
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past 5 days and an episode of loss of consciousness. He had
undergone EVAR (Excluder device, GORE), 23 days ago, for an
infrarenal (5.4cm max diameter) AAA (Figure 1).
On clinical examination, he had mild abdominal tenderness and a body temperature of 39oC, with normal vital signs.
His initial blood tests revealed a baseline anemia (Hgb 8.3 gr/
dl), and elevated inflammation markers (WBC 13.8x103/μL,
Neutr. 81.7%, CRP 189.1 mg/dl). Due to his recent EVAR, the
patient was referred and transferred to our hospital. A CTA
was performed which showed soft tissue thickening and edema around the aneurysmal aortic wall along with presence of
air inside the aortic sac and extravasation of intravenous contrast medium into the bowel lumen, verifying the diagnosis of
AEF (Figure 1).
Given the above findings, open surgical intervention was
decided. Under general anesthesia and midline abdominal incision, an AEF was identified between the second part of the
duodenum and the anterior wall of the aneurysmal sac. After
surgical debridement, the duodenum defect was sutured by
layers. The aneurysmal sac was opened with no signs of graft
migration or endoleak. After thorough ablution of the graft
and the abdomen, the aneurysm sac was partially closed and
part of the omentum was mobilized and placed inside the aortic sac in close proximity with the stent graft. The patient resuscitated well and transferred to standard surgical care unit
where he had an uneventful recovery. Postoperatively, parenteral nutrition was provided until the 8th postoperative day.
Intraoperative cultures came back positive for Enterococcus
faecalis and faecium, so he was treated with targeted antibiotic therapy. Patient was discharged on the 11th postoperative
day under long-term antibiotics intake (Ciprofloxacin 500 mg
twice daily). In the 6-month-follow up, the patient was in a
good general condition, inflammation markers were back to
normal and on CTA, abdominal aorta had a maximum diameter of 3.4cm, with no evidence of endoleak or inflammation
(Figure 2). Taking into account clinical, radiological findings
and lab tests, antibiotics were discontinued. One year follow
up with CTA had similar findings (Figure 2) and the patient was
asymptomatic.
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Figure 1. 1st case, a,b,c: Preoperative CTA d,e,f: CTA 23 days postoperative

Figure 2. 1st case a,b,c : 6 months follow up CTA d,e,f: 12 months
follow up CTA

Figure 3. 2nd case a,b,c: CT 8 months prior to onset of symptoms
d,e,f: CTA indicating AEF

Figure 4. 2nd case, a: Endograft inside the aortic sac, b: Fixating sutures of aortic neck and stent graft, c: Duodenum repair d,e,f: CTA
10th postoperative day
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The second case is a 77-year-old man, with a past medical
history of hypertension, dyslipidemia and obstructive pulmonary disease who had undergone EVAR due to a ruptured AAA
on 2008 (Talent device, Medtronic). On 2014 due to graft migration and type Ia endoleak, an Endurant (Medtronic) stent
graft was implanted. He was referred to our hospital with
symptoms of mild lumbar pain and episodes of fever for the
past 15 days. His blood tests on admission showed abnormal
inflammation markers (WBC 10,7 103 /μL, Neutrophiles 82.3%,
CRP 223 U/L) and renal impairment (Cr. 2.26 mg/dL). His CTA
revealed a 14.4 cm infrarenal AAA with Ib endoleak from the
left iliac limb, air in the aortic sac, and signs of communication
between the duodenum and aortic sac (Figure 3).
An open repair maintaining the stent graft was decided,
however prior to that, under local anesthesia and bilateral
common femoral approach, two Excluder (Gore) limbs were
deployed, treating the endoleak and securing the distal graft
fixation. The following day, the patient underwent open repair
with similar approach to the first patient. The AEF was dissected with primary closure of the duodenum and the aortic
sac was opened. Fixating sutures where placed between the
graft and the aortic neck and omentum was placed inside the
aortic sac which was partially closed (Figure 4). Patient was
transferred to standard surgical care unit where he had a normal postoperative course. However, on the 9th postoperative
day he suffered an acute episode of respiratory distress which
led to respiratory and cardiac arrest. The patient was resuscitated, intubated and transferred to ICU. A CT thorax abdomen
scan (Figure 4) and bronchoscopy was performed which led to
diagnosis of aspiration pneumonia. Unfortunately, the patient
passed away on the 27th post-op day in ITU with no signs of
peritonitis or complications related to his aneurysm.
DISCUSSION
Primary AEF arise in patients with no prior surgery, and it
mainly develops due to an atherosclerotic aneurysm of the
abdominal aorta or penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer.4 More
rare causes include inflammatory or mycotic aneurysm, radiation, malignancies and trauma.5 Secondary AEF has been
suggested to be the result of perigraft infection and pressure
of the graft upon the bowel, that takes place usually during a
long post-operative timespan, from the early to the extended
post-operative period.4 Risk factors include emergency surgery for ruptured aneurysm, intra-operative complications
such as bowel injury, and continuous aortic pulsation upon
the bowel wall due to endoleaks or stent migration.5 AEF post
EVAR is quite rare with only 52 cases reported by 2016.6
In the first case presented here, it is possible that this was
a primary AEF. Retrospective re-evaluation of the pre-operative CTA scan might indicate an inflammatory AAA, as one can
identify periaortic wall thickening and perianeurysmal fibrosis (Figure 1). Moreover, the appearance of the fistula only 23
days after EVAR leads to speculation that erosion of the enteric wall might have started before EVAR. To our knowledge, the
shortest interval between EVAR and AEF formation is 1 month
(6). Regarding the second case it is worth mentioning that his
latest CT scan 8 months prior of the onset of his symptoms,

although with no contrast due to his renal impairment, did not
reveal any signs of AEF (Figure 3).
Due to its rare occurrence there is no greater consensus
for treatment of AEF. Conventional surgical management includes resection of the fistula, graft excision in case of secondary AEF, and revascularization through extra-anatomic bypass
or in situ replacement using donor cryopreserved aorta, vein
allograft or even synthetic graft with antiseptic properties.7 All
these different treatment modalities are associated with quite
increased in-hospital mortality and morbidity. Management
of the intestinal part of fistulas has been demonstrated to
have acceptable outcomes with simple bowel repair, although
resection may be necessary for certain patients.7 Although an
endovascular approach for AEF, have only been considered as
a bridging therapy to open repair, in unstable patients with
hypovolemic shock and severe sepsis, there have been quite
a few reported cases of EVAR as definite treatment with prolonged, targeted antibiotic therapy.8 According to a recent
pooled analysis, EVAR was associated with a significantly reduced in-hospital mortality (7.1%) when compared to open
surgery (33.9%), a difference which disappeared 18-24 months
postoperatively.4 The above findings are consistent with previous studies, with sepsis being the most frequent and main
cause of recurrence and overall mortality.9
In the aforementioned cases, taking into consideration the
patients clinical condition and comorbidities, open repair was
decided for the resection of the fistula, but without explantation of the graft. A comparison of explantation of endovascular and open grafts due to AEF, showed significant difference in mortality and morbidity (37.5% vs 0% and 50% vs 40%
respectively) between these two types of grafts in the short
term, 30 days postoperatively.5 By preserving the endoprothesis, patient can avoid suprarenal aortic cross-clamping and
therefore renal ischemia, long operating time and ICU stay.
Furthermore, the omentum rapping has proven to be quite
protective for re-infection of prosthetic materials.10
CONCLUSION
AEF is a relatively rare complication but with high morbidity
and mortality. With the increasing use of EVAR, the occurrence of secondary AEFs may increase in the future. Therefore, vascular surgeons should have increased awareness for
early diagnosis and treatment. The standard of care for these
cases remain open repair and graft explanation. Endograft
preservation could be used as a bridging technique or as definitive treatment in high-risk fragile patients.
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INTRODUCTION
The extra-cranial internal carotid artery (ICA) aneurysms are
a rare pathology. Only, 0.1% to 2% of all carotid procedures
are performed for aneurysm disease1. It also accounts only
for 0.4 to 4% of all peripheral aneurysms,1. There are many
causes for extra-cranial internal carotid artery aneurysms, but
degenerative disease is responsible for about 40% to 70% of
all patients1. Fibromuscular dysplasia and collagen-vascular
disease may also be the cause in younger ages. HIV is also a
rare cause2. Iatrogenic injury and trauma are also a common
cause in patients that have previously undergone carotid artery surgery or trauma.1
Although it is a rare condition, extra-cranial internal carotid
artery aneurysms have potentially serious complications such
as embolism and stroke, or even rupture, thus it is important
for the clinician to understand the pathology and treatment
options. Most of those aneurysms are asymptomatic. When it
is symptomatic it is a vocal paralysis, dysphagia or stroke. They
may lead to neurologic symptoms including transient attacks
or ischemic stroke1.
Traditional open surgical treatment includes open resection of the entire aneurysm with or without arterial replacement with interposition of a graft. With the development of
endovascular technology, extra-cranial carotid aneurysms
treatment recently included endovascular and hybrid treatment techniques3. In this case report we describe the open
repair of a large internal carotid artery aneurysm.

circulation. From her past medical history, the patient has hypertension and hypothyroidism under medication. Blood examinations were all in the normal range.

CASE REPORT
A 60 year old female patient was referred to our vascular service for a left neck pulsatile mass that has grown the last few
months. The patient underwent a computed tomography angiography (CTA) that showed a 21mm diameter extracranial
left internal carotid artery aneurysm (Figure 1). There was no
history of cerebrovascular symptoms, neck pain, or cervical
trauma. No other aneurysms were identified in the cerebral
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Figure 1. Computed tomography angiography 3D reconstruction with
saccular left internal carotid artery aneurysm (LICAA)

Given the size of the aneurysm (larger than 2cm), the gender of the patient (female) and the quite rapid growth, a decision to treat was made. There was a discussion whether the
patient will be treated by open or endovascular intervention.
The patient was in favor of endovascular treatment. However,
there were several cons and pros for such a decision as there
are described below:
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Cons:
•

Severe angulation of left internal carotid artery (110o)
(Figure 2).

•

Long length of the stent-graft that would be needed (two
stent-grafts may be needed)

•

Great difference in diameter of proximal and distal part
of the ICA; a tapered stent-graft would be ideal (not currently available)

Pros:
•

Minimal invasive

•

No risk for nerve injury

•

No risk of neck hematoma

Regarding the open repair, the main disadvantage was the
potential mismatch of a reversed vein graft and maybe the potential difficulty in distal surgical access.
Figure 3. Intraoperative image showing the aortic bifurcation and the
severe angulation of the internal carotid artery (circled).

Figure 2. Computed tomography angiography 3D reconstruction
showing the left carotid bifurcation and the acute angle distally to
the aneurysm. (110o)

After discussion with the patient, it was decided to proceed with an open surgical repair. During the operation, the
proximal part of the common carotid artery was dissected
with obvious severe angulation of the internal carotid artery
(Figure 3). Dissection and mobilization of the aneurysm let to
dissection of the distal part of the internal artery and the recognition of hypoglossal nerve (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Intraoperative image showing the left internal carotid artery aneurysm mobilization.

A resection of the aneurysm was undertaken preserving
the initial part of the ICA and an end-to-end anastomosis was
feasible managing also the diameter mismatch (Figure 5). A tapered polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) graft was also available
in case that a bypass was needed. The patient recovered uneventfully without neurological symptoms. She was discharged
on the second postoperative day under single antiplatelet
therapy and instructions for carotid duplex ultrasound after a
month for follow up, which showed patency of the artery and
normal flow to the brain, while the patient remains asymptomatic. Histology revealed non atheromatic tissue without ul-
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ceration or thrombosis, rarefaction of the elastic component
which was replaced by fibrous tissue (Figure 6). At 6 months
follow-up the patient remains in excellent condition, while the
computed tomography angiography showed a successful carotid reconstruction (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Intraoperative image after the resection of the aneurysm,
preserving the initial part of the ICA and the end-to-end anastomosis.

Figure 7. Postoperative computed tomography angiography, showing
successful LICA reconstruction.

DISCUSSION
Extra cranial carotid aneurysms are rare (0,4 - 1%). The patient may present with dysphagia, cranial nerve dysfunction,
stroke, rupture, bleeding.4 The most common location is near
the carotid bifurcation. Colored ultrasound of the neck area
can usually distinguish a solid tumor from a vascular disease.5
The two dominant etiologies are arterial degeneration and
pseudo aneurysms.
The treatment of extra cranial carotid internal artery aneurysm was mostly open surgery repair in the past, 6 while
recently endovascular repair and hybrid techniques have been
commonly used.5, 7 The conservative therapy has shown very
poor results.5 There are no specific guidelines on the diameter
threshold for extra-cranial internal carotid aneurysm invasive
treatment indication.5

Figure 6a. Macroscopic image of the resected aneurysm. 6b The internal layers of the aneurysm, without atheromatosis, thrombosis or
ulceration.

CTA of aortic arch and carotid arteries is necessary in order to assess the morphology of the aneurysm, and the relationship between the aneurysm and the surrounding tissues
(vessels, nerves, and musculoskeletal structures).5 The CTA
plays an important role on the decision how to treat such aneurysms.
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In open repair there can be a resection and end-to-end
anastomosis or aneurysm resection with interposition graft
(autogenous veins or synthetic grafts have been used) for revascularization.7 The mismatch in diameter is a potential issue
in these cases. Along this line, in our case, the diameter of
proximal internal carotid was double the size of the distal part,
thus a reversed vein graft would be not ideal for open treatment. For this purpose, we had a tapered PTFE graft available
in order to use it if needed. However, in our case due to the
severe angulation there was enough length of the initial part
of the internal carotid artery to use for an end-to-end anastomosis after the resection of the aneurysm. Other treatment
options that have been reported in the past are clipping, extracranial to intracranial bypass and ligation of the aneurysm.8
Recently, endovascular repair has been broadly used as
an alternative treatment for the extra-cranial internal carotid
artery aneurysm using cover stent grafts.9 The major benefits are the minimal invasive nature of the procedure, lower
comorbidities in terms of cranial nerve injury and potential
cervical hematoma and maybe shorter length of hospital stay.
Endovascular treatment appears to be a safe and feasible alternative for traditional open surgery, especially in the challenging anatomy and presence of serious comorbidities.10 Although stroke can occur as the result of hemodynamic changes during the perioperative period. The choice of covered
stents may be restrictive in cases of long lesions or with large
differences in diameter between the proximal and distal part
of the internal carotid.
Generally, the early and long-term outcome of invasive
treatment in extra-cranial carotid aneurysm is favorable; 10
however, cranial nerve damage after surgery occurs frequently. 5 Unfortunately, due to the limitations in the available literature, it is not possible to determine the optimal treatment
strategy, whether endovascular repair has gained a more robust position in extra-cranial carotid artery treatment. In any
case each patient has to be individually assessed and treated
accordingly to his/her specific anatomy and comorbidities. In
the near future a multicenter international registry is needed
in order to reveal the optimal treatment for extra-cranial carotid aneurysms.
CONCLUSION
The optimal treatment of extra-cranial carotid aneurysm depends on the aneurysm morphology and location as well as
patient’s comorbidities. Open surgical repair is suitable and
safe, however large registries are needed in order to specify
the role of open and endovascular treatment of this particular
disease.
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